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Preface

Gives an overview of Entire Operations features to define, control and
schedule job networks.

What Is Entire Operations?

Describes the purpose of the Entire Operations GUI Client.What Is the Entire Operations
GUI Client?

Explains Entire Operations objects, such as owners and user IDs,
networks, logical conditions,mailboxes, resources, calendars, schedules
and symbol tables.

Entire Operations Objects

Provides information on Entire Operations components, such as the
master database, external JCL, active database, operating system,

Entire Operations Components

monitor, user interface, logging facility, reporting facility and editing
facility.

Describes a number of menu-driven Entire Operations facilities which
are used to define objects to the system and control andmonitor network
processing.

Entire Operations Facilities
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at http://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com. The site requires credentials for SoftwareAG's Product Support site Empower.
If you do not have Empower credentials, you must use the TECHcommunity website.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.asp and give us
a call.

Software AG TECHcommunity

You can finddocumentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTECHcommunity
website at http://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have TECHcommunity credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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Introduction

Entire Operations (product code: NOP) is Software AG's system for the automated control and
scheduling of job networks. It provides all the functions required to define any type of background
processing.

Entire Operations behaves according to the rules specified using a comfortable user interface that
guides the user with task-oriented features.

The user interface of Entire Operations is available in English and German. Each user can set the
language individually.

Entire Operations requires no modification to underlying operating system or to any of the sub-
systems installed at your site. Existing JCL can be put under Entire Operations control unchanged,
allowing a smooth transition of your existing production controlmethods to automatic scheduling.

Entire Operations schedules and controls job networks:

Standard security packages such as RACF, ACF2, CA-TOP SECRET or SECOS are supported, al-
lowing Entire Operations to honor existing security profiles.

Concepts and Facilities8
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For the execution of batch jobs and scripts, Entire Operations uses clearly defined interfaces to
installed spooling systems or equivalent operating system utilities.

More than a Scheduler

In addition to the core functionality of Entire Operations described in the previous sections, Entire
Operations offers the following features:

■ Control Across Operating Systems
■ Entire Operations in a Multiple Operating System Environment
■ Intelligent Process Control
■ Integration of Other Applications
■ Integration of People in Automated Operations

Control Across Operating Systems

■ Mainframe environments:

Entire Operations can be installed on any of the mainframe operating systems z/OS, z/VSE and
BS2000 running with TP monitor/online systems, such as Com-plete, CICS, TSO, IMS TM,
openUTM or TIAM.

■ UNIX:
Entire Operations can also be installed on a number of UNIX platforms. It controls production
processes on UNIX systems (for example, HP-UX, SINIX RM, AIX, Sun Solaris, Linux), in con-
junction with a mainframe or UNIX environment. You can manage your production from any
operating system on which Entire Operations can run, or use Entire Operations to control sev-
eral UNIX and Windows machines.

■ Windows:
Entire Operations controls the production processes under Windows.

Background processes running in heterogeneousmulti-CPU configurations can also be controlled
andmonitored by Entire Operations if the computers are interlinkedwith Software AG's commu-
nication service Entire Net-Work. In such a distributed environment, job networks can consist of
processing steps that execute on different operating systems.

9Concepts and Facilities
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Entire Operations in a Multiple Operating System Environment

While the EntireOperationsMonitor programhandles the distribution anddecentralized execution
of processing steps, this type of distributed processing can still be monitored and controlled
centrally from a single point of management.

Concepts and Facilities10
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Intelligent Process Control

Automating any type of operation requires thorough advance planning in order to map the pro-
cesses in the language of the automation tool. Experience shows, however, that tomorrow's reality
often differs from today's plan. One can, of course, anticipate a number of exceptional situations
and plan accordingly; and it goes without saying that Entire Operations provides a wide range of
features that enable it to react appropriately whenever such a situation arises.

However, the extent towhich you can anticipate possible system situations and their consequences
is limited; especially in large job network topologies, each new fork in processing adds to the
system's complexity, which is neither desirable nor necessarily helpful.

Entire Operations addresses this problem by allowing you to define variable processing steps. For
example, executable job control can be built dynamically according to current system conditions
such as disk space, content of system queues and availability of specific files. In other words, job
control can “read” a current situation and adapt accordingly.

Natural programs and user exits allow you to map any conceivable decision criterion and put all
relevant data at your disposal, thanks toNatural interfaces to all commonly used datamanagement
and operating systems - even and especially in heterogeneous computer networks.

It is then no longer necessary to think of each and every possible problem situation and spend
time andmoney in defining remedial action before processing starts. All you need to do is specify
strategies (= programs) that recognize and rectify problems as they occur.

Integration of Other Applications

Have you never been annoyed by the sheer number of applications or programs you need for
your daily work? Depending on the software configuration at your site, you either have to go
through tiresome logon and logoff procedures, or suspend and resume application sessions using
a session manager (often to the detriment of system resources).

Entire Operations provides the option to integrate other applications. If any other products from
the Entire Systems Management line are installed, Entire Operations recognizes and includes
them. These are, for example:

■ Entire Output Management
■ Entire Event Management
■ Entire System Server
■ Natural ISPF

11Concepts and Facilities
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Integration of People in Automated Operations

Aside from this technical integration capability, Entire Operations can also integrate people by
providing a mailbox concept to combine background processing with user interaction:

At specified times during background processing, messages or prompts can be sent to such mail-
boxes. This has the twin effect of halting processing and informing all users with access to the
mailbox of the situation. These users can react as the situation demands, for example, check a
result or enter a symbol when prompted to continue processing.

This mechanism enables selected employees to provide input relevant to their department, while
background processing as a whole still remains under central control.

Concepts and Facilities12
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Summary of Benefits

The basic advantages of using Entire Operations to automate your data processing tasks can be
summarized as follows:

■ Transparent support of several computer nodes, even in heterogeneous environments comprised
of z/OS, BS2000, z/VSE, UNIX and Windows operating systems;

■ Available in many mainframe and UNIX environments supported by Natural, for example:
Com-plete, CICS, TSO, IMS TM, CMS, openUTM and TIAM;

■ Available in English and German;
■ Existing JCL runs unchanged under Entire Operations;
■ No modifications are necessary to the operating system;
■ Use of dynamically-built JCL or scripts, thus integrating the latest information from the operating
system or any available database at execution time;

■ Integration of online users into batch network processing through the concept of mailboxes;
■ Open interface to user applications: information from Entire Operations can be included in any
business application, users can provide input data necessary for daily or future production runs.
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3 What Is the Entire Operations GUI Client?

The Entire Operations GUI Client (product code: OGC) is used to perform Entire Operations
functions on a mainframe or a UNIX platform from the PC:

15



For detailed information, see the section Elements of theMain ApplicationWindow in theUser's Guide.
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II Entire Operations Objects

Entire Operations Object Relationship

Owners and User IDs

Job Networks

Jobs

Logical Conditions

Mailboxes, Message Sending

Resources

Calendars

Schedules

Symbol Tables and Symbols

Run Numbers

Object Versioning
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4 Entire Operations Object Relationship
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Legend:

must be only one

none or at most one

must be at least one, can be more than one

none or one or many

direction indicator

is sent to

contains prompting for

contains

uses or can use

contains messages for

authorizes

can choose

lends properties to

is composed of

is based on

is the basis of

belongs to

owns

obtains parameters from

contains values for

schedules

is scheduled on the basis of

is executed as

resides on

is platform for

runs on

is preliminary condition for
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depends on or can depend on

determines result of

is checked for

triggers

is set according to

is set or reset according to

is performed according to

sets
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5 Owners and User IDs
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Each Entire Operations user is assigned a user ID for the purpose of security, profiling, message
switching and logging.

Each user ID is associated with a user profile which contains authorizations. A user profile can be
modified by an authorized user (e.g. the system administrator).

Owner names enhance security and ease of use by grouping user IDs and associating job networks
to these group names. A user can be authorized to use several owner names: switching owner
names means selecting another group of job networks, which can then be maintained.

Users, Owners and Job Networks

The following figure provides an example of the relationship between users, owners and job net-
works:

All three usersmaymaintain networks belonging to the owner Payroll, whileUser 3 is also author-
ized to access networks belonging to owner Finance.

For more detailed information, see the sections Entire Operations User IDs andOwner in theUser's
Guide.
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6 Job Networks

In Entire Operations, a Job Network is a group of jobs, tasks, scripts or processes that may or may
not be interrelated and which are scheduled for work according to a job network schedule table.
Thus a job network can represent any unit of business work in production work flow.

You can even integrate into these job networks manual tasks, which are to be performed at fixed
times by data center personnel. The following figure illustrates an example of a job network for
the automatic generation of pay slips and summary reports as it might be implemented in a payroll
department:
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In the normal case, a job network consists of a chain of jobs linked together by certain dependencies
(e.g. in the simplest case: If Job 1 finishes OK, start Job 2). These dependencies are expressed by
logical conditions.

A network is the smallest unit that can be activated automatically by Entire Operations. By using
calendars, networks can be automatically scheduled for work by the Entire Operations Monitor.
An authorized user can manually activate the networks.

Several active copies (or activations) of a network can work in parallel, since Entire Operations
identifies each copy uniquely by its run number, which is automatically assigned to each network
at activation time.
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For more detailed information, see the following sections:

■ Versioning of Job Networks
■ Job Network and Network Maintenance in the User's Guide
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7 Jobs
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The job is one of the basic objects of Entire Operations. Entire Operations regards a job as a user-
defined task that is performed by JCL instructions and job IDs, scripts or files as supported by the
operating system, Entire Operations subnetworks or dummy jobs, or Natural programs. For all
types of jobs supported by Entire Operations, see Job Types described in the following section.

For detailed information on using and maintaining jobs, see the sections Job and Job Maintenance
in the User's Guide.

Job Types

Entire Operations supports the following types of jobs:

■ Standard jobs of the operating system (z/OS, z/VSE, BS2000);
■ Started Tasks (z/OS);
■ Standard shell scripts of the UNIX operating system;
■ BAT files on Windows systems;
■ Other scripting environments on UNIX and Windows (e.g.: Perl, Windows Scripting Host);
■ Command-line oriented executables on UNIX and Windows;
■ FTP jobs;
■ SAP jobs;
■ Natural programs;
■ Data file generation;
■ Windows services;

For more information about job types, see the section Available Job Types in the User's Guide.

In addition, for non-CPU jobs there are:

■ Dummy jobs to create time windows for non-CPU jobs or Boolean connections for single condi-
tions.
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Job Attributes

Each job in the network is defined by a series of identifying attributes:

■ (logical) name
■ job type
■ node ID for job location
■ node ID for job execution
■ starting time
■ end-of-job information
■ user ID under which job is run

Such a job can be contained in several job networks.

Jobs in a Multi-Machine Environment

When Entire Operations is used in a Multi-Machine Environment, the location of a job (i.e. the
location of its contents) and the location of its execution node can differ: at activation time Entire
Operations reads the job information from the source node and executes it on the target node.

Jobs in a network can be interlinked by using Logical Conditions.

See also: z/OS: JES2 /*ROUTE Statement

Job Control Considerations

This section covers the following topics:

■ z/OS: JES2 /*ROUTE Statement

31Concepts and Facilities
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■ UNIX

z/OS: JES2 /*ROUTE Statement

If a z/OS JES2 JCL contains a statement

/* ROUTE XEQ <target>

the job will be executed on the target machine.

As long as the SYSOUT will be passed back to the submission machine, the running job is not ac-
cessible. Entire Operations detects a rerouting, and behaves differently for such jobs.

For rerouted z/OS jobs, some features do not work, e.g.

■ Direct execution tracking.
■ Browsing of SYSOUT while the job is executing.
■ Cancelling

However, if the SYSOUT is available again, all end-of-job checking and end-of-job actions can be
performed.

UNIX

To use the .profile file

Execution of UNIX shell scripts: To allow the usage of profiles in non-login scripts (as they are
submitted by Entire Operations), the follow profile handling was added:

1 During submission of a UNIX shell script, the Entire Operations Monitor checks whether the
symbol ETC-PROFILE exists in the symbol table of the active job, or in another symbol table
in the standard symbol search hierarchy, up to SYSDBA/A

■ If the symbol ETC-PROFILE is found, and if it contains "Y", the batch frame (*.BF) script
will source /etc/profile and /etc/profile.local (only if they exist)

■ The user's script (*.B) will find the environment variables of the profile scripts being set.

2 During submission of a UNIX shell script, the Entire Operations Monitor checks whether the
symbol ENV exists in the symbol table of the active job, or in another symbol table in the
standard symbol search hierarchy, up to SYSDBA/A.

■ If the symbol ENV is found, and if it is not empty, its content is assumed to be a startup
script like $HOME/.profile.

■ If the startup script exists, it's namewill be assigned to the environment variables ENV and
BASH_ENV by the “batch frame” (*.BF) script.
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■ If the user's script (*.B) is a Bourne shell, Borne again shell, or Korn shell script, the shell
executes the content of the previously set ENV resp. BASH_ENV environment variable.

Note: The user is responsible to make the used profile scripts proof against multiple execu-
tion, e.g. by using the PROFILEREAD variable like in Linux.
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8 Logical Conditions
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For more detailed information, see the sections Logical Conditions,Defining and Managing Job Input
Conditions and End-of-Job Checking and Actions in the User's Guide.

For information about the prerequisite checking, see the section Prerequisite Check in the User's
Guide.

Logical Condition Overview

The use of logical conditions is the central concept of Entire Operations. Logical conditions are
used to describe job or network dependencies. A logical condition can be set by any CPU or
manual event. This event must occur before Entire Operations can proceed to the next step.

When a job network is activated, each logical condition is assigned a run number. This run number
enables Entire Operations to distinguish between the same event that occurs during different
network activations.

Logical conditions can be used in two different ways:

■ As input conditions;
■ As output conditions.

Input and Output Conditions

The following figure illustrates the concept of input and output conditions in relation to a job:
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All input conditions must be fulfilled before a job can be submitted (prerequisite condition). You
can define any number of input conditions for a job.

An output condition can be set or reset according to the result of predefined events (either auto-
matically given by Entire Operations or user-defined). As part of end-of-job analysis, Entire Oper-
ations checks for the occurrence of such events. Several output conditions can be set or reset for
each event at the job or even job step level.

Jobs Linked by Input and Output Condition

Jobs in a job network are linked by defining an output condition of one job as an input condition
for the next job, as illustrated by the figure below:
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Aspecified event occurred as a result of JobA. This sets the condition, signaling to EntireOperations
that Job B can be started.

You can also link jobs together which belong to different job networks or which are executed on
different computer nodes.

Job Network with Logical Conditions

The following figure is an example of the job dependencies for the job network of a payroll depart-
ment:
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The following table gives an overview of the job dependencies (logical conditions) that link the
jobs illustrated above:

Output ConditionInput ConditionJob Number

PRESENCE-OKn/aJOB-1

SALARY-OKn/aJOB-2

CHECK-OKPRESENCE-OKJOB-3

SALARY-OK

UPDATE-OKCHECK-OKJOB-4

BONUS-OKn/aJOB-5

REPORT-OKUPDATE-OKJOB-6

PAYMENT-OKUPDATE-OKJOB-7

NETWORK-COMPLETEDREPORT-OKJOB-8

PAYMENT-OK

For example, Entire Operations will not start JOB-7 (Generate payments) until the input condition
UPDATE-OK is fulfilled (this condition is also defined as the output condition for JOB-4).
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This job flow is completely independent of the operating systemplatforms onwhich the individual
processing steps run.
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9 Mailboxes, Message Sending
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Within Entire Operations,Mailboxes serve to send network-relatedmessages and requests to users
and/or groups of users. These messages can be used to inform users about the current status of
the job network or to request some data needed for further execution.

Such messages and requests can be:

■ User-defined messages.
■ System messages from the Entire Operations Monitor.
■ Requests for logical conditions, which must be confirmed by any person. These conditions are
defined as dependent on any manual action.

■ Requests for pending symbol prompting for a scheduled network activation in the near future.
■ Using the concept of mailboxes Entire Operations can treat non-CPU-driven tasks in the same
way as CPU-driven tasks:
■ tasks can be made dependent on logical conditions and can also set logical conditions;
■ assign a mailbox to these logical conditions to specify who should be informed about them.

All users linked to a mailbox can display its list of outstanding messages and requests by issuing
the direct command MAIL. With a single keystroke, the user is able to confirm the fulfillment of a
condition or perform another requested action, like symbol prompting. After this the message
vanishes from the list, the EntireOperationsMonitor is automatically informed about the confirm-
ation and triggers all jobs waiting for this condition.

See also the following sections:

■ Message Sending in the User's Guide
■ Global Messages for Events in the Administration documentation

Concept of Mailboxes

The following figure illustrates the concept of mailboxes using the example of the payroll depart-
ment job network:
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For example, User 1 (who could be in data collection) is notified that the condition PRESENCE-
OK is not fulfilled. He can then take the necessary steps by completing personnel attendance data
and confirming this in his mailbox, when finished. User 3 (who could be assistant to the personnel
manager) is notified of any unfulfilled condition and can thus supervise the running of the whole
job network. Users 3 and 4 are notified when the network has ended (NETWORK-COMPLETED)
and the pay slips can be distributed.

Up to ten mailboxes can be associated with one user ID.

For more information, see the following documents:

■ Working with Mailboxes in the User's Guide
■ Global Messages for Events andMailbox Definition in the Administration documentation
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10 Resources

To make the availability of resources a prerequisite for job submission, Entire System Server
functionality can be used.

Resources have to be defined with the System Administrator Services function (see the Adminis-
tration documentation) before they can be specified as prerequisites for a job. The user can define
andmodify any number of resources to regulate the job flow. Resources prevent jobs from running
in parallel if all other prerequisites (e.g. time windows or logical conditions) are fulfilled.

For a detailed description of the resource concept, see the section Resources in the User's Guide.

In our example of the payroll department job network (Job Network with Logical Conditions),
we could prevent Job 6 (Generate Personnel Report) and Job 7 (Generate Pay Slips) from running
in parallel by defining a resource (e.g. CPU time) with an initial quantity of 100 , and defining this
resource for each job with a required value of 60. The jobs will then run sequentially.
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11 Calendars

Calendars of any number can be defined to the system and easilymodified online. They can apply
to a dedicated owner or to the whole system.

The only purpose of having calendars in Entire Operations is to distinguish between working
days and non-working days. Entire Operations does not perform any activities on non-working
days. You can determine whether a job network scheduled for execution on a non-working day
should be activated before or after the scheduled day or whether it should be cancelled.

On the other hand, if you want a job network to run, for example, each Friday, you do not need
a calendar.
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For more detailed information, see the sections Calendars and Calendar Maintenance in the User's
Guide.
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12 Schedules

Schedules contain the planned execution dates of job networks. They can contain periodic and/or
explicit schedule dates as indicated in the following graphic:

You can define an unlimited number of schedules, and one schedule can be referenced in different
job networks.

If a schedule table is based on a predefined calendar, execution dates can be defined relative to
holidays (for example: the last working day of a month).

For more information, see the section Schedule Maintenance in the User's Guide.
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13 Symbol Tables and Symbols

Symbol tables are user-defined tables, each containing a list of symbol names together with their
current value. These tables are used during dynamic JCL generation. The benefit of using a symbol
table is that it must be created only once, but can be referenced in a huge number of jobs.

You can define any number of symbol tables and use them just by specifying their name in the
definition of the appropriate job networks.

Symbols can be defined for prompting during or before a job network activation. The data entered
at the user's terminal is then assumed by the JCL to be executed.

Each network activation has its own active copy of the linked symbol table(s). This allows you to
schedule networks with different parameter sets, even a long time in advance.

Any occurrence of a symbol name in the JCL or in a script is replaced by its current value from
the symbol table. You can use two escape characters to determinewhether this replacement should
take place at JCL generation time or at job submission time.

There is also a large number of predefined symbols (see the User's Guide) available within Entire
Operations.

Symbols are searched for in several tables (like in STEPLIBs) as described in Symbol Table Types
and Symbol Search Order (User's Guide). Symbols can contain other symbols recursively; system
variables can be used to construct symbol values.

A symbol table belongs to an owner. Any number of symbol tables can be associated with an
owner. The user can update all symbol tables of all owners for whom he is authorized.

Symbols can be examined and modified by APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) from any
Natural application. Scheduling such a program as part of an Entire Operations job networkmakes
it possible to modify active symbol tables even during the execution of the job network.

For detailed information, see the section Symbol Table and Symbol Maintenance in the User's Guide.
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14 Run Numbers
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For more information, see the section Run Number in the User's Guide.

Run Numbers

Active Objects in Entire Operations are identified additionally by a run number, which is assigned
to them automatically during the creation of an active object. Active networks or jobs are created
during a network activation or job activation.

■ Run numbers are unique on the job network level.
■ Run numbers can be assigned to planned activations too. In the planning phase, no active jobs
exist for a given run number.

■ There is no guarantee that the numbering of network activation is ascendingwith the activation
times.

Run Number Range

For a new network, the creation of run numbers starts with 1. If the highest allowed run number
is reached, the numbering of active networks starts with 1 again. Imported JobNetworks continue
with their numbering from the previous environment.

The highest allowed run number can be defined with the SystemAdministrator Services function
(see the Administration documentation).

Reserved Run Numbers

■ Table of Reserved Run Numbers

Some run numbers are used by Entire Operations for special purposes. These numbers may not
be used for any user networks and jobs.
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Table of Reserved Run Numbers

UsageEquivalentRun Number

Internal representation of the condition reference absolute.abs-1

Internal representation of the condition reference void.void-2

Used during testing of Macro programs.K-RUN-MACROTEST-3

Used for the storage of pregenerated JCL.K-RUN-PREGENERATED-4
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With Entire Operations you can use different versions of objects of type job network and symbol
tables.

This section describes the usage of this concept. For further information refer to the detailed de-
scription of the object types in the User's Guide.

Use of Versioning

The versioning of job networks and symbol tables is optional.

For each job network and for each symbol table you can decide individually whether you like to
use versions, or not.

You may use versioning:

■ to archive previous network versions, so that they can be activated manually any time later;
■ to archive previous symbol table versions;
■ to prepare new network versions or symbol table versions for future use.

By defining network version usage ranges or symbol table version usage ranges, you can define
which version is to be used by scheduled activations.

Versioning of Job Networks

This section covers the following topics:

■ Version Names
■ Version Names Exit
■ Reserved Version Names for Networks
■ Generate Network Versions via Cloning
■ Copying Jobs
■ Deleting Network Versions
■ Deleting Network Versions or single Jobs via API
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■ Using Network Versions for Schedule Activation

Version Names

Version names can be a maximum of 10 bytes. The assignment of names is with few exceptions
user-defined.

Following conventions, restrictions and recommendations apply:

■ The use of upper and lower case characters is allowed.
■ Space and the characters ?, <, > are not allowed.
■ Because of reserved names the usage of ‚(‚ as first character of version names is prohibited.
■ Due to the wildcard function the usage of “*” in a name is not allowed.
■ Toprevent problems during porting to other platforms do not use special characters and umlauts.

Version Names Exit

With the usage of a global version names exit you can force a customer-specific version name
syntax. For detailed information, seeGlobal Exit for Version Names in theAdministration document-
ation.

Reserved Version Names for Networks

<empty>; in selections and in the log also: (unnamed)

Is used for an unnamed version.

This is the only existing network version, after migration from an Entire Operations version prior
to Version 5.4.1.

In parameter listings “e.g. for Reporting” you can use also a hyphen “-”.

(current)

Will be replaced by the version that is the set in the activated time schedule.

(current) can be used in version references.
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Generate Network Versions via Cloning

You can use the copy function also to clone Job Networks and to create new versions.

This is a common way to build new network versions.

You can also use the import function to add a version.

Copying Jobs

Jobs in any version can copied out of the originating network.

Deleting Network Versions

■ If multiple versions of a job network exist, then one must select one to be deleted.
■ Unless the last, “or only” version is deleted, then automatically the “NetworkMain” object will
be deleted too.

■ Independent version objects that belong to the networkwill be deletedwith the “NetworkMain”
object.

■ Anetwork version can not be deleted if listed in a activated time schedule as a standard version.
A defined date in the past is not relevant.

Deleting Network Versions or single Jobs via API

By using the API NOPUAC5N (Function D, Run Number -1) you can delete single network versions
and jobs.

Using Network Versions for Schedule Activation

Tomaintain version usage in Network administration, use the corresponding functions described
inMaintaining the Usage of Network Versions in the User's Guide.

This section covers the following topics:

■ Evaluation and Activation of Network Versions
■ Manual Activation
■ Activation of a Sub-Network
■ Activation as End-of-Job Action
■ Activation via API
■ Versions without Schedule Activation
■ Daily History of Network Activations
■ Reporting
■ Import / Export
■ Exit Functionality
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■ Maximum Number of Versions per Network

Evaluation and Activation of Network Versions

The following applies:

■ If only one version exists in a network, then this version will be activated. A schedule definition
will be ignored.

■ If multiple versions exist in a network, then it will be checked if a version has a current activated
time schedule. If this is so, then this version will be activated.

■ If usage intervals are defined for a network version, but the activation date is not in this interval,
then the network will not be activated although scheduled. Corresponding protocols “Log
entries” and messages will be sent.

Manual Activation

If you choose amanual activation, then any network version can be selected. The standard version
for schedule activation “if existent” will be offered to you first.

Activation of a Sub-Network

In the sub-network definition you can define any version or the reserved (current) name.

Activation as End-of-Job Action

For the network or job activation as end-of-job action you can define any version or the reserved
(current) name.

Activation via API

For the network or job activation via API NOPUAC5N you can define any version or the reserved
(current) name in the field NETWORK-VERSION.

Note that the API may issue version-related return codes.

Versions without Schedule Activation

In Entire Operations you can save multiple versions of job networks. Versions that are not, or are
no more in the usage interval of schedule activation will not be activated automatically.
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Daily History of Network Activations

The history of the network activations contains the network version for every run.

Reporting

Network versions will be considered.

Import / Export

Network versions will be considered.

Exit Functionality

Entire Operations exits that are active in networks, support network versioning.

Maximum Number of Versions per Network

Themaximumnumber of network versions can be limited systemwide as described in the section
Versioning of Job Networks.

Versioning of Symbol Tables

This section covers the following topics:

■ Version Names
■ Version Names Exit
■ Reserved Version Names for Symbol Tables
■ Generate Symbol Table Versions via Cloning
■ Copying single Symbols
■ Deleting Symbol Table Versions
■ Deleting Symbol Table Versions or single Symbols via API
■ Using Symbol Table Versions for Schedule Activation
■ Definition of Symbol Table Versions
■ Active Symbol Tables
■ Symbol Prompting
■ Search Order for Symbols
■ Symbol Tables at System and Owner Level
■ Logging
■ Cross References (XREF)
■ Reporting
■ Import / Export
■ Exit Functionality
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■ Maximum Number of Versions per Symbol Table

Version Names

Version names can be a maximum of 10 bytes. The assignment of names is with few exceptions
user-defined.

The following conventions, restrictions and recommendations apply:

■ The use of upper and lower case characters is allowed.
■ Space and the characters ?, <, > are not allowed.
■ Because of reserved names the usage of ‚(‚ as first character of version names is prohibited.
■ Due to the wildcard function the usage of “*” in a name is not allowed.
■ Toprevent problems during porting to other platforms do not use special characters and umlauts.

Version Names Exit

With the usage of a global version names exit you can force a customer specific version name
syntax. For detailed information, seeGlobal Exit for Version Names in theAdministration document-
ation.

Reserved Version Names for Symbol Tables

<empty>; in selections and in the log also: (unnamed)

Is used for an unnamed version.

This is the only existing network version, after migration from an Entire Operations version prior
to Version 5.4.1.

In parameter listings “e.g. for Reporting” you can use also a hyphen “-”.

(current)

Will be replaced by the version that is the set in the activated time schedule. (current) can be used
in version references.

(NV)

Will be replacedwith the network version of the active network. If only a unnamednetwork version
exists, then this symbol table will be referred to this.

If a symbol table version with the same name is not existent in the network version, then a error
message will be sent and the request aborted.

(nv) can be used in network versions.
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(svn)

The symbol table versionwill be replaced thru the active network. (svn) can be used in referenced
versions of a slaved network.

Usage for e.g.:

■ job definition,
■ all situations where (svj) can be defined.

(svj)

The symbol table version will be replaced thru the active job. (svj) can be used in referenced
versions of a slaved job.

Usage for e.g.:

■ Requested prerequisite dependant from the symbol value,
■ Requested prerequisite dependant from multiple symbols,
■ End-of-Job action: set symbol.

Generate Symbol Table Versions via Cloning

You can use the copy function also to clone symbol tables and to create new versions.

This is a common way to build new symbol table versions.

You can also use the import function to add a version.

Copying single Symbols

Symbols in any version can copied out of the originating symbol table.

Deleting Symbol Table Versions

■ If multiple versions of a symbol table exist, then one must select one to be deleted.
■ A symbol table version can not be deleted if listed in a activated time schedule as a standard
version. A defined date in the past is not relevant.
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Deleting Symbol Table Versions or single Symbols via API

By using the API NOPUSY6N you can delete single symbol table versions and symbols.

Using Symbol Table Versions for Schedule Activation

Tomaintain version usage in symbol table administration, use the functions described inMaintaining
the Usage of Network Versions in the User's Guide.

Definition of Symbol Table Versions

The symbol table versions can be defined in the:

■ network versions definition,
■ job definition.

Active Symbol Tables

■ The activation of symbol tables is a component of network and job activations.
■ A symbol table can only be activated in a clearly identified version. The identification of the
requested symbol table version is part of the activation process.

■ Active symbol tables loose there version nomenclature (current) or (nv). They are detached
during activation.

■ Active symbol tables can only have the version nomenclature (none) or a defined version name.
■ If a requested symbol table version is missing, or the version cannot be defined, then the activ-
ation process will be aborted with a error message.

■ If a situation is not clear, do not “guess” the symbol table version.

Symbol Prompting

Before symbol prompting (during manual activation and before executing the symbol prompting
exit in the monitor), the symbol table versions to be used will be clearly determined. See also
Symbol Prompting during Network or Job Activation in the User's Guide.

If at least one symbol table version cannot be identified, the activation process will be aborted
with a error message.
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Search Order for Symbols

The order in which symbols are searched for in the symbol tables defined in your environment
depends on the hierarchy levels at which the symbol tables defined in you envionment can be
accessed: see Symbol Table Types and Symbol Search Order in the User's Guide for details.

Symbol Tables at System and Owner Level

Symbol tables at system and owner level are not version-controlled.

The symbol tables are:

SYSDBA / A
<owner> / A

Logging

Logging of symbol actions include the version of the table where the symbol was loaded from.

The generated comments in the Entire Operations JCL header contains the symbol table version
of all used symbols.

Cross References (XREF)

Symbol table versions will be considered.

Reporting

Symbol table versions will be considered.

Import / Export

Symbol table versions will be considered.

Exit Functionality

Entire Operations exits ans APIs that are related to symbols, support network versioning.

Examples:

■ Symbol query-exit
■ API NOPUSYxN
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Maximum Number of Versions per Symbol Table

Themaximumnumber of symbol table versions can be limited systemwide as described inDefault
Setting (3) in the Administration documentation.
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Entire Operations consists of the following components:

Master Database

All definitions and information concerning any user, job network, job, and scheduling information
are stored on the master database. The master database is an Adabas file. This automatically
provides features such as user synchronization, data integrity, data compression, auto-extension
and auto-restart capability. The stored objects can be maintained online in any environment such
as Com-plete, CICS, IMS TM, TSO, TIAM and openUTM as well as on UNIX. These objects are:

■ User profiles;
■ Job network definitions;
■ Job definitions;
■ Input and output conditions;
■ Resource definitions;
■ Schedule tables;
■ Calendars;
■ Symbol tables.
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External JCL

Entire Operations can integrate JCL unchanged into job networks and the JCL can even remain
in its original location. On z/OS, sequential data sets and PDS, LMS and z/VSE libraries are sup-
ported aswell as theNatural andCA-LIBRARIANstorage types. On BS2000, the JCL can be located
in SAM and ISAM files, or in LMS libraries. On UNIX operating systems, shell scripts can be in-
cluded into job control by Entire Operations. On Windows, BAT files can be used.

The IMPORT function allows you to copy the JCL to the Master Database. This should always be
used when required by particular backup criteria (access is then only possible through Natural
Security) or if the JCL resides in the Master Database and is backed up with it.
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Active Database

When a job network is activated (see theUser's Guide), it is copied to the active database. A network
is activated (see theUser's Guide) either automatically by the Entire OperationsMonitor according
to its scheduled date, or manually by the user on demand. The active database may thus contain
several copies of the same job network, each identified by a different run number.

The following information is stored:

■ Current definition of scheduled job networks and their current symbol tables;
■ Active JCL library (this means that all JCL information is copied from external storage media
such as PDS, LMS, VSE-LIBRARIAN or UNIX files to the active database)

■ Current status of input and output conditions;
■ Current job status.

The active database can be accessed and its information modified in the same way as the master
database. Changes to any object in the active database are only valid for the current run of the
network and do not affect the network and job definitions stored on the master database. This
enables you to make modifications which are valid only for a specific production cycle.
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Basic Information on Active Networks and Jobs in the Active Database

At this point, all jobs are ready for execution according to their dependencies. They are said to be
in the active database. However, not all jobs in the active database become operating system jobs:
for example, dummy-type jobs or Natural programs are Entire Operations jobs which are not
submitted to the operating system but executed by the Entire Operations.

You can distinguish between the following groups of jobs:

■ Jobs in the Entire Operations master database
(inactive Entire Operations jobs);

■ Jobs in the Entire Operations active database
(including jobs not submitted to the operating system);

■ Operating system jobs
(including jobs not defined to Entire Operations).

The orange circle contains all jobs started and controlled by Entire Operations. The blue circle
contains all jobs defined to Entire Operations but not started. Entire Operations cannot control
jobs that are not defined to it, and that are not started by it.
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The intersection of the orange and blue circle indicates Entire Operation jobs that are ready to be
started by Entire Operations.

Jobs outside Entire Operations (contained in the grey circle) run on the computer outside the
control of the Entire OperationsMonitor. On the other hand, Entire Operations holds information
on jobs that run outside the control of the operating system.

The intersection of the grey and orange circle indicate Entire Operations jobs submitted to the
operating system.

The active database is located on the Entire Operations active database and contains all operational
information of the current run of the activated job networks.

You can access the active database to maintain active networks and jobs, including logical condi-
tions, resources and scheduling parameters.

The following chapters describe how you can maintain active job networks and individual active
jobs.

Entire Operations Monitor

TheMonitor is the heart of EntireOperations. The EntireOperationsMonitor is a complex program
that is activated periodically and checks the definitions stored in themaster database for anywork
to do. It activates and processes networks and jobs according to their prerequisites and controls
running job networks, even if they reside on the nodes of different computers.

The Monitor performs the following functions:

■ Automatically activates scheduled networks (copies them to the active database);
■ Checks time windows for job or job network execution;
■ Checks input conditions and resources;
■ Submits jobs according to their (internal) priority;
■ Keeps track of jobs in the various queues of the operating system;
■ Analyses end-of-job status, determines which events have occurred and triggers appropriate
system actions (set logical conditions, send messages, start programs);

■ Logs all important information.

The functions of the EntireOperationsMonitor can be distributed to various subfunctions (subtasks).
Using subtasking, certain processing steps can run in parallel and multi-processor environments
can thus be used to optimize performance. Distributing typical Monitor functions is the respons-
ibility of the system administrator.

For further information, refer to the sectionMonitor Defaults in the Administration documentation.
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Operating System

Entire Operations initiates job processing on the underlying operating systems: jobs, tasks, scripts
or Natural programs are started. Several operating systems can be served simultaneously by one
Entire Operations Monitor.

The Monitor sends the appropriate requests to the Entire System Server execution node. With
Entire Net-Work, the Monitor can do this across the whole network.

User Interface

Entire Operations contains a menu-driven, easy-to-use user interface, which allows each user to
perform all necessary functions according to his authorization profile. The system was designed
so that all users would find it comfortable to work with.

This section covers the following topics:

■ Entire Operations User Interface
■ Uniform Screen Layout
■ Line Commands
■ Direct Commands
■ PF Keys
■ Windows
■ Entire Operations Online Help
■ English and German
■ Color Support

Entire Operations User Interface

The following figure illustrates a typical Entire Operations screen, the Job Maintenance screen in
the Network and Job Maintenance facility:
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22.11.16 ***** Entire Operations ***** 13:52:01
Job Maintenance Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW Version
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cmd C R PU Job Type Loc Description File or Library Member

*--------- ---
_ P ABC3A JOB Description of Job AB
_ HEB-J SAP
_ C1 HEB-JIR DUM Depending on JOB-04
_ C1 JOB-01 JOB MAC Where it all starts EOR-T541 B60-M02
_ C1 P JOB-012 JOB MAC Depending on Job-01 EOR-T541 B60-M01
_ C1 JOB-013 JOB MAC Depending on JOB-012 EOR-T541 B60-M01
_ C1 P JOB-014 JOB MAC Depending on JOB-013 EOR-T541 B60-M01
_ C1 JOB-015 DUM Depending on JOB-014
_ C1 JOB-019 JOB MAC Depending on JOB-01 EOR-T541 B60-M01
_ C3 JOB-02 JOB MAC Dep. JOB-15, JOB-19 EOR-T541 B60-M02
_ C4 JOB-03 NAT NAT Depending on JOB-02 EOR-T531 B60-P01
_ C1 JOB-04 JOB MAC Depending on JOB-03 EOR-T541 B60-M01
*********************************** m o r e **********************************
A Depend. C Copy D Delete E Edit G Pregen. I Input Cond. J JCL L Resources
M Mod. O EOJ Chk + Act P Prose R Activate S Sched.Parms U Ext.Log Z Subnet
Command => ____________________________________________________________

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down Menu

Uniform Screen Layout

All Entire Operations screens have the same structure that includes:

■ a headings section identifying the session and current function;
■ a main information section beginning with a line command input field;
■ lines containing descriptions of available line commands;
■ a command line for direct access to a specific system function;
■ a PF-key line describing the functions assigned to PF keys.

Line Commands

A line command is entered in the first field of a line containing data on an Entire Operations system
screen and allows the user to perform a certain function on the selected item. Each screen contains
a description of all available line commands.
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Direct Commands

Adirect command is entered in theCommand => line at the bottomof an EntireOperations screen.
A direct command provides you the option to bypass the menu-driven mode and directly access
another Entire Operations screen. Direct commands have priority over line commands and PF-
key functions.

PF Keys

Certain maintenance, navigational and scrolling functions are assigned to PF keys. Each Entire
Operations screen displays PF keys with a description of the assigned function.

Windows

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 16:02:06
+-------------------------------------------------------------+

Owner E | |
| Master Input Condition Addition |

-------- | | ------
C Condi | Owner ==> EXAMPLE___ | it
_ E60-J | Network ==> B60-FLOW__ Version ==> |
_ E60-J | Condition ==> VERSION CHECK EXIT__ Run ==> _____ |

| Reference ==> RUN_____ |
| |
| Usage ( +------------------------------------------+ |
| Must | | : _ |
| Activat | Input Condition Exit | |
| | | |
| Dependi | Condition ==> VERSION CHECK EXIT | |
| Exit | Run ==> | > _ |

******* | File | | > _ | ******
D Delet | User | Value will be determined by | > _ |

| Job V | Natural Library ==> ________ | |
| | Exit ==> ________ | |

Command | -PF1---P | | 2-- |
| Help A | PF1 Help PF3 End PF5 Save PF9 Delete | u |
+--------- +------------------------------------------+ ------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End ACond Save Up Down Menu

Entire Operations uses screen windows tomake it easy for the user to define andmaintain system
objects or to select objects from availability lists.
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Entire Operations Online Help

Entire Operations provides comprehensive online help which enables you to display explanatory
texts for an individual field or for the whole screen.

The hierarchy of the help screens reflects the hierarchy of Entire Operations system screens. This
means that you can invoke the online help from any system screen and you immediately see the
help text defined for that screen. You can then return to the system screen or ask for more help.

Alternatively, you can enter the online help facility at the top end of the hierarchy by selecting the
help option on the Main Menu. This displays the main help menu with a list of selectable items
and a short explanation of their meaning:

16.02.15 Entire Operations Help 16:04:52
----------------------------- Table of contents ------------------------------
Option ==> H00000

E n t i r e O p e r a t i o n s H e l p

Please select one of the following items to get detailed information:

1 Help about Help - The Entire Operations Help System
2 The Maps - Functionality of Entire Operations Maps
3 Networks and Jobs - Maintenance of Networks and Jobs
4 Schedules - Definition and usage of Schedules
5 Calendars - Definition and usage of Calendars
6 Active Queue - Display and modification of Active Jobs
7 Symbol Tables - Symbol table editing
8 Logging - Selection and display of Log Information
9 Dynamic JCL - How to work with dynamic JCL
10 System - System Administrator Utilities
11 Active Conditions - Maintenance of Active Conditions
12 Editor - The Entire Operations Editor

more ...

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Quit End Forw
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English and German

Entire Operations is available in English and German, including the whole user interface with
maps, help information and error messages.

Color Support

Colors are extensively used to distinguish important information, warnings etc. from other inform-
ation.

Logging Facility

EntireOperations provides a logging facilitywhich records every event during network processing.
It also records all manual changes to active jobs, such as JCL corrections or updates of symbol
tables. This information is available online and can be used for reporting and statistical purposes.

The log information can be selected according to job network and job, as well as according to dates
and times, or even users. The log reports can also be exported into a sequential file, thus providing
the opportunity for further analysis with any other tool and according to any criteria.

It is possible to define logging of JCL, job protocol and/or job-related messages for all or for some
jobs.

For more information, refer to the section Log Information in the User's Guide.

Reporting Facility

A reporting facility provides a wide range of system information useful for keeping track of oper-
ations, for making scheduling decisions or even for planning future production cycles.

Reports are available on the basis of log information. They can be requested for all jobs or selected
for a given date/time range, either for all terminated jobs or for abended jobs.

Descriptions of job networks are available in a brief outline and more detailed form.

A list of all jobs scheduled for a specific date can also be displayed. This makes it possible to
forecast any future production date in advance.

All reports can be viewed online or printed for archiving purposes.

For more information, refer to the section Reporting in the User's Guide.
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Editor

Entire Operations includes an adapted version of the Software AG Editor which can be used to
create, display or modify any of the following:

■ JCL in the master database, either in an external file or Natural member;
■ JCL in the active database;
■ Natural programs and user exits;
■ Online documentation of networks, jobs and any events (e.g. scratch pad information);
■ Job protocols and output (in browse mode).

Entire Operations Editor - Job Description

Description Net B60-FLOW Ver Job ABC3A----------------------- Columns 001 072
====> Scroll===> CSR
***** ****************************** top of data *****************************
00001 Job ABC3A
00002 ---------
00003 This job forces a defined event at End-of-Job time and executes the
00004 program EORCONTI which is contained in the installation library
00005 EORnnn.LOAD. The necessary JCL with the name EORE* is contained in
00006 the installation library EORnnn.SRCE.
***** **************************** bottom of data ****************************

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help End Rfind Rchan Up Down Impo Left Right Curso

The Entire Operations editor allows you to handle all these data types in the same way in any
operating system and run-time environment supported.
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17 Entire Operations Facilities

Entire Operations provides a number of facilities which allow the user to define objects to the
system and control and monitor network processing.

Main Menu

Job Network Maintenance

Job Network Scheduling

Job Maintenance

Job Scheduling

Calendar Definition

Condition Maintenance

End-of-Job Checking

End-of-Job Actions

Using Resources

Dynamic JCL Generation (MACRO Facility)

Editing System Objects

Generating Reports

Message Sending
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18 Main Menu

Once logged on to Entire Operations, the user is presented with the Main Menu. When you select
an option, either a submenu of functions appears or a list of items that can be maintained using
line commands and PF keys.

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 17:26:51
Owner EXAMPLE Main Menu User ID MMO
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Menu DC Solutions

1 Network and Job Maintenance 20 NATURAL ISPF
2 Active Job Networks
3 Schedule Maintenance
4 Calendar Maintenance
5 Log Information
6 Symbol Tables
7 System Administrator Services
8 Reports
9 Cross References
10 Import/Export
11 Help

Command => ____________________________________________________________

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help End Owner Mail

The configuration of the MainMenumay vary from user to user depending on the authorizations
in his or her user profile.
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Your own applications can be included in theMainMenu aswell, thus saving you tedious logging
on and off. In the example above, Natural ISPF is Option 20.
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19 Job Network Maintenance

Before Entire Operations can identify and activate a job network, this job networkmust be defined
to the system. A short description can be added for easy identification when reviewing networks.
A node number is specified to define the default machine on which all jobs in the network will
run. A symbol table can be specified as well in order to use dynamic JCL creation feature. As the
execution node, this name is used just as a default for all jobs contained in the job network and
can be overwritten for each job.

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 17:32:39
Owner EXAMPLE Network Maintenance
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

- | | --
| Network Modification |
| Owner EXAMPLE Network E05-IOC-04 Version __________ |
| Description I/O Conditions with user exit event_______________ |
| Loop existing N |
| Default Values for the Jobs |
| Execution Node N0146 MVS/ESA Symbol Table EX-ST-COMN |
| JCL Node N0146 MVS/ESA Symbol Table Version __________ |
| JCL Location NAT Symbol Table Activation Mode X |
| Escape Act _ Sub _ |
| End-of-Job Action Errors set 'not ok' Conditions ==> _ |
| |
| File EOR-T1________________________________________________ |
| VolSer ______ Password |
| defined no | **
| --PF1-----PF3-----PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10---PF11--------- | t
| Help End Save Spec Symb SP-UR DfJb Copy MsgRe |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down NxtSt Menu

For detailed information, see the section Network Maintenance in the User's Guide.
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20 Job Network Scheduling

Scheduling a job network means defining dates and times at which it is to run. A job network is
activated (copied into the active database) according to its scheduled starting time and additional
schedule parameters defined for the network.

17-03-03 ***** Entire Operations ***** 18:22:08
Network Schedule Definition

Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Schedule Owner ==> EXAMPLE___
Schedule ==> B60-FLOW__ effective from ==> ________ ________

Schedule Earliest Latest Days Days
Cmd Dependency Start Start later Deadline later
_ 19:00:00 21:00:00 ___ 22:00:00 ___
_ ________ ________ ___ ________ ___
_ ________ ________ ___ ________ ___
_ ________ ________ ___ ________ ___
_ ________ ________ ___ ________ ___

Number of Activations ==> _____ every ==> _____ minutes
or activate at ==> _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
Day Deadline ==> _____

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help End ExplD Save Sch.L Sch.M Delet Menu

While processing a network, the Entire Operations Monitor checks whether all prerequisites for
a job are fulfilled (time, resources, input conditions). According to the result it will automatically
start the job and keep track of it.
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For more information, refer to the sections Defining a Network Schedule and Schedule Maintenance
in the User's Guide.
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21 Job Maintenance

While in the job network maintenance facility, the user can request a list of jobs for a particular
network. The user can add, delete and modify jobs in the network. A job is defined by (a logical)
name, type and location (PDS member, Natural library etc.). A short description can be added for
easy identificationwhen reviewing the jobs in the network. Additionally, a node ID can be specified
for execution to override the designated machine defined for the job network.

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 17:42:15
Job Maintenance Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW Version
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| |
| Job Definition (Master) |
| | 2
| Job Name ==> JOB-01____ Mod ==> SAG 16.02.15 16:42 | 1
| Description ==> Where it all starts_______________________________ | 1
| Job Type ==> JOB | 1
| Execution Node ==> N0082 MVS/ESA |
| | 1
| Special Type ==> ________ Symbol Table ==> EXAM-ST1__ | 2
| Restartable ==> _ Symbol Table Version ==> __________ | 1
| Suffix Symbol ==> ________________________________________ | 1
| Escape Characters: Activation ==> @ |
| Submit ==> $ | 2
| End-of-Job Action Errors set 'not ok' Conditions ==> _ | **
| |
| Enter-PF1---PF2--PF3--PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---------PF12- |
| Help Add End Edit Save Spec Symb Net JCL Menu |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down Menu
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If the job is of the dynamically generated type, the symbol table used in dynamic generation must
also be specified (see the section Dynamic JCL Generation). The user can also edit any defined
JCL simply by pressing a PF key.

For detailed information, see the section Job Maintenance in the User's Guide.
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22 Job Scheduling

The activation of each job depends on the scheduling parameters defined for it. As in the case of
job networks, earliest starting time can be defined.

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 17:23:02
Job Maintenance Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW Version
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ -
| |
| Scheduling Parameters |
| Job JOB-012 |
| |
| Estimated Elapsed Time ==> _________ Min. Average ==> 0.00 |
| History Elapsed Time ==> 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 |
| 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 |
| |
| |
| Earliest Start Time ==> ________ ___ days later |
| Latest Start Time ==> ________ ___ days later |
| Deadline Time ==> ________ ___ days later |
| |
| Schedule Dependency ==> N |
| | *
| ---PF1---PF3------------PF5----------------PF9---PF10---PF11---PF12-- |
| Help End Save LMsg Acct ScDep Menu |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down Menu

For jobs, however, the user can additionally specify whether a scheduled job that did not run (e.g.
due to hardware problems) is to be rescheduled (i.e. the job is scheduled to run twice at the next
scheduled time). A number of days can also be specified to determine how long a job can reside
at most in the active queue before it is executed.
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The user can also specify an estimated job running timewhich the Entire OperationsMonitor uses
to calculate starting and end time for the job. This can prevent a job from running if a predefined
deadline would be exceeded.

The job scheduling parameters also provide a facility to notify specified users if the start of job
fails to meet the defined deadline starting time.

For detailed information, see the section Scheduling a Job in the User's Guide.
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23 Calendar Definition

Calendars are referenced by schedule tableswhich are defined in the networkmaintenance facility.
Any number of calendars can be defined to the system. Calendars can belong to an owner or be
used system-wide. In the calendar maintenance facility, the user can add, delete or update a cal-
endar (system-wide calendars can only be modified by the system administrator).

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 16:59:09
Owner EXAMPLE Calendar EXA-CAL-15 Year 2015

January February March
Monday 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 2 9 16 23 30
Tuesday 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 3 10 17 24 31
Wednesday 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 4 11 18 25
Thursday 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 5 12 19 26
Friday 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27 6 13 20 27
Saturday 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28 7 14 21 28
Sunday 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 1 8 15 22 29

April May June
Monday 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29
Tuesday 7 14 21 28 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 30
Wednesday 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24
Thursday 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25
Friday 3 10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26
Saturday 4 11 18 25 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27
Sunday 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help End Wkdy Up Down
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Acalendar is defined by name and year. Defining new calendars ormodifying existing ones consists
of specifying or marking holidays (non-working days). The non-working days in the example
above appear in bold type.

EntireOperations accounts for holidays by not activating a network if the scheduled date ismarked
in the calendar as a holiday.

For detailed information, see the section Calendar Maintenance in the User's Guide.
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24 Condition Maintenance

■ Input Conditions ............................................................................................................................ 100
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Logical conditions are dependencies between jobs. They are defined using the logical conditions
maintenance facility. A logical condition can be added, deleted ormodified.Any number of logical
conditions can be assigned to any one job. A logical condition can have either of two statuses that
determine how Entire Operations is to continue processing: TRUE (condition exists) or FALSE
(condition does not exist).

All conditions are identified by name and a reference date to allow the Entire OperationsMonitor
to distinguish between the same event occurring on different dates. Dates can be specified as rel-
ative dates or explicit dates. All relative dates are converted to real dates when the job is put in
the active queue. See also Date and Time Formats in the User's Guide.

There are two ways of using logical conditions:

■ as input conditions;
■ as output conditions.

Input Conditions

Input conditions must be fulfilled before Entire Operations can submit an active job. In order to
link two jobs, an input condition must also be defined as an output condition for the preceding
job. An input condition can be fulfilled by a CPU event or manually by the user.
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16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 16:53:19
+-------------------------------------------------------------+

Owner E | |
| Master Input Condition Modification |

-------- | | ------
C Condi | Owner ==> EXAMPLE___ | it
M E60-J | Network ==> B60-FLOW__ Version ==> |
_ EX-2 | Condition ==> E60-JOB2-O1_________ Run ==> _____ |
_ EX-3 | Reference ==> RUN_____ |
_ E05-U | |

| Usage (mark with Y or N) |
| Must Exist: Y Exclusive: _ Destroy after usage: _ |
| Activation Mode ==> N |
| |
| Depending on |
| Exit ==> _ Multiple Suffixes ==> _ |

******* | File Existence ==> _ Mailbox ==> _ | ******
D Delet | User Sw.(BS2000) ==> _ Symbol Value ==> _ |

| Job Var.(BS2000) ==> _ |
| |

Command | -PF1---PF2---PF3-------PF5------------PF9---PF10---PF12-- |
| Help Add End Save Xref ScDep Menu |
+-------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End ACond Save Up Down Menu

Apart from a name and reference date, the user can also assign amailbox to a condition. Each user
ID can also be associated with up to 10 mailboxes. Entire Operations will automatically notify
each user of all pending conditions assigned to any mailboxes associated with his user ID.

The user can also further specify what status the condition should be in before the job can be
submitted (TRUE or FALSE), whether this job must wait until the condition applies exclusively
to it (e.g. to prevent parallel running of two or more jobs with the same input condition), and
whether Entire Operations is to automatically reset the condition after job submission.

Before job submission, all input conditions defined for the job are checked automatically by the
Entire Operations Monitor. If you want the checking to be done by a Natural user exit this routine
must also be specified in the input condition definition screen.

For detailed information, see the section Defining and Managing Job Input Conditions in the User's
Guide.
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Output Conditions

Output conditions will be maintained automatically by the Entire Operations Monitor if their as-
sociated events have occurred. In this case all jobs will be started which have these conditions as
input conditions. Events and output conditions are defined within Entire Operations end-of-job
checking (see the section End-of-Job Checking).

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 16:44:22
Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW Version Job JOB-01
End-of-Job Checking + Actions MVS/ESA Run Date
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C Action +---------------------------------------------------------+ s OA
C C | | k

| Occurrence of String 'INVALID RESPONSE-CODE' |
| Output Conditions |
| Cmd State Condition Name Reference Run |
| _ Set E60-JOB1-O RUN |
| _ Set E60-JOB2-02 RUN |
| _ Reset E60-JO15-0 RUN |
| _ Reset E60-JO19-0 RUN |

************* | _ Reset E60-JOB1-0 RUN | ****
_ C | |
_ | |
------------- | | ----
A Activat. C | | ther
P Descr. R Re | | Set

| D Delete M Modify W Where used |
Command => __ | Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF5-------PF7---PF8----PF12- |

| Help Add End Save Up Down Menu |
+---------------------------------------------------------+

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down Menu

As in the case of input conditions, output conditions are defined by name and reference. Addition-
ally, the user can specifywhether the output condition is to be set (to TRUE) or reset (set to FALSE)
when the associated event occurs.

Up to 20 output conditions can be associated with a single event.
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25 End-of-Job Checking and Actions
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End-of-Job checking refers to the process of how Entire Operations recognizes the job status on
job completion.

16.02.15 ***** Entire Operations ***** 16:31:43
Owner EXAMPLE Network B60-FLOW Version Job JOB-02
End-of-Job Checking + Actions MVS/ESA Run Date
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C Action Step will be checked for means OA
_ STEP1 Condition Code = C0000 ok

******************************* Bottom of Data *******************************
_ C All Checks ok
_ Any Check not ok
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A Activat. C Cond. D Delete E Edit Exit J JV L Rel Res M Modify O Other
P Descr. R Recov. S SYSOUT T Output Mgmt U User Msg X Action Exit Y Symbol Set

Command => ____________________________________________________________

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Add End Save Up Down Menu

When the job has just completed Entire Operations searches for the occurrence of user-defined
events. Such an event can be any of the following:

■ A return code is received in a specific job step;
■ A return code is received in any job step;
■ A string is found in the job protocol or output;
■ A Natural user exit is executed which determines the end-of-job status by returning a certain
condition code. This routine can:
■ examine the job protocol or output itself,
■ read data produced by the job,
■ perform system functions,
■ send messages.

For detailed information, see the section End-of-Job Checking and Actions and End-of-Job Checking
and Actions Screen in the User's Guide.
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Default Checking

Depending on the operating systemwhere the jobwas executed, EntireOperations performs some
default checks to determine the job result. For z/OS systems, for example, system abends or JCL
errorswill automatically be detected. These default checkswill be executed for each job, regardless,
whether specific user-defined checks were requested for a job or not.

For detailed information, see the section EOJ Checking Defaults for Various Operating Systems in the
User's Guide.

Retrying End-of-Job Checking

For the operating system z/OS the following applies:

■ In case of incomplete SYSOUT, the SYSOUT reading will be retried 10 times, with intervals not
shorter than 30 seconds. Interval can be longer if the monitor task wait time is longer.

End-of-Job Actions

For each specified event, the user can define howEntire Operations has to react. Such system action
can consist of any of the following:

■ Automatically set or reset the output conditions associated with this event (see the section
Output Conditions);

■ Send a message (see the User's Guide) to a specific operating system user, the system console,
an Entire Operationsmailbox, SoftwareAG's office automation systemCon-nect, or to an e-mail
address;

■ Cancel or print job protocol and output;
■ Perform a recovery (if a job or job step failed);
■ Pass files to Entire Output Management (NOM) (see the User's Guide).
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26 Using Resources

Resources can reflect real resources or they can be fictitious. The existence of real resources can
be determined using Entire System Server features. For example you can examine the size of free
space on any available disc, the presence of any cataloged data set or the actual number of running
jobs.

Instead of this, resources are only meaningful within the Entire Operations system. An initial
quantity of a resource can be defined in the system administration facility.

The user can use resources to further regulate the job flow.

For example, if a user defines a certain quantity of a resource as a prerequisite for a specific job,
then this job will not run until this amount is available. The user could thus specify a combination
of resources to define a certain job sequencewithin the job flowor prevent certain jobs from running
in parallel.

For more information, see the section Resources in the User's Guide.
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27 Dynamic JCL Generation
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When defining a jobwithin a network, a user can specify that its JCL is to be generated dynamically
either at job activation time or at job submission time.

Dynamic JCL generation is achieved using the Entire Operations MACRO facility, an extension
of the Natural programming language. This facility consists of standard Natural statements and
text strings (JCL frames). The text strings can contain Natural escape characters followed by vari-
ables that will be replaced by their current value during dynamic generation.

These current valueswill be taken from symbol tables (see the relevant section)whichmust contain
the current values to be substituted. The symbol table hierarchy to be used can be determined in
the Usable Symbol Tableswindow which opens when you choose PF7 (Symb) on theNetwork
Addition/Modification or JobDefinition screen. See also the sections Listing Usable Symbol Tables
and Symbol Escape Characters in the User' Guide.

If any symbol specified in the dynamic JCL is not in the symbol table indicated for the job, the
symbol is searched for at substitution time (either activation or execution) in the symbol table(s)
belonging to owner SYSDBA. A user can define any number of entries in a single symbol table or
any number of symbol tables.

Additionally, Entire Operations passes standard variables defined in the parameter section to the
dynamically generated program, such as job owner, network name, current job name and original
scheduling date. The same applies to Natural system variables such as *DATE, *TIME and *USER.
As these parameters can be replaced in any part of the JCL, different JCL configurations can be
generated depending on time, date, user ID etc.

For further information, see the sections Dynamic JCL Generation (JCL Location MAC) and Editing
Macro Sources for Dynamic JCL Generation in the User's Guide.

Entire Operations provides dynamic JCL generation for all supported operating systems (z/OS,
z/VSE, BS2000, UNIX and Windows) as shown in the following examples.

Example 1: Dynamic JCL in a z/OS Environment

The following is the symbol table specified for the MACRO program:

Current ValueSymbol Name

SN.SYSF.SOURCESTEPLIB

GCLASS

The variable from the parameter section is assumed to have the following value:
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NET1P-OWNER

The system variables are assumed to have the following values:

COMPLETE*TPSYS

BATCH*DEVICE

SN*INIT-USER

The following is a Natural MACRO program including a parameter section and JCL with the
Natural escape character (#) followed by variable names from the symbol table:

# DEFINE DATA PARAMETER USING NOPXPL-A
# LOCAL /* MUST BE CODED
# END-DEFINE
//SNMAC4 JOB ,#P-OWNER,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=#CLASS //STEP01 EXEC
PGM=NOPCONTI,PARM='C0004' //STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=#STEPLIB
//* DEVICE: *DEVICE, INIT-USER: *INIT-USER //* TPSYS: *TPSYS
# IF CLASS = 'G'
//* THE MSGCLASS IS REALLY 'G'
# ELSE
//* ANOTHER MSG-CLASS FOUND
# END-IF
//*

The resulting dynamically generated JCL will be:

//SNMAC4 JOB ,NET1,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=G
//STEP01 EXEC PGM=NOPCONTI,PARM='C0004' //STEPLIB DD
DISP=SHR,DSN=SN.SYSF.SOURCE //* DEVICE: BATCH, INIT-USER: SN
//* TPSYS: COMPLETE
//* THE MSGCLASS IS REALLY 'G'
//*

Example 2: Dynamic JCL in a BS2000 Environment

The fields taken from the DB-INFO are assumed to have the following values after the FIND
statement:
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ValueField

055NUCLEUS

1000LP1

100NU1

EXAMPLEACCOUNT

4000NH1

FHLMSG

524VERSION

The variables taken from the parameter section have the following current values:

ValueVariable

OSP-OWNER

NUC055P-JOB

055P-EXECUTION-NODE

No symbol table was defined for this example job.

The following is the example JCL written using the Natural MACRO facility, including variables
to be substituted from the DB-INFO view and the parameter section. Variables are preceded by
the escape character (#):

# DEFINE DATA PARAMETER USING NOPXPL-A
# 1 L-JOB
# 1 REDEFINE L-JOB
# 2 L-JOB-A (A3)
# 2 L-JOB-NUC (N3)
# LOCAL /* LOCAL VARIABLES START HERE
# 1 DB-INFO VIEW OF DB-INFO
# 2 NUCLEUS
# 2 LP1
# 2 NU1
# 2 ACCOUNT
# 2 NH1
# 2 MSG
# 2 VERSION /* E.G. 524
# 1 LWP (N7)
# 1 NUC (N3)
# 1 SPOOL (A10) INIT <'NOSPOOL'>
# END-DEFINE
# *
# MOVE P-JOB TO L-JOB-A
# MOVE P-EXECUTION-NODE TO NUC
# F1. FIND DB-INFO WITH NUCLEUS = NUC
/.NUC NUC LOGON #P-OWNER,#ACCOUNT
/OPTION MSG=#MSG
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/REMARK
/REMARK NUCLEUS #NUC
/REMARK
/SYSFILE SYSLST = NUC NUC..LST.NUC
/SYSFILE SYSDTA = SYSCMD
/FILE ADA VERSION..MOD,LINK=DDLIB
/FILE *DUMMY,LINK=DDLOG
/FILE *DUMMY,LINK=DDSIBA
/FILE ADA NUC..ASSO,LINK=DDASSOR1,SHARUPD=YES
/FILE ADA NUC..DATA,LINK=DDDATAR1,SHARUPD=YES
/FILE ADA NUC..WORK,LINK=DDWORKR1,SHARUPD=YES
/EXEC (ADARUN,ADA VERSION..MOD)
# COMPUTE LWP = F1.LP1 * (F1.NU1 + 100)
ADARUN PROG=ADANUC,LP=F1.LP1,LU=65535,LWP=#LWP ADARUN
DB=#NUC,NU=#NU1,NC=20,TT=600,TNAE=1800 ADARUN NH= NH1
/SYSFILE SYSLST = (PRIMARY)
/SYSFILE SYSDTA = (PRIMARY)
/SYSFILE SYSOUT = (PRIMARY)
/LOGOFF SPOOL
# END-FIND

The resulting dynamically generated JCL will be:

/.NUC055 LOGON OS,EXAMPLE
/OPTION MSG=FHL
/REMARK
/REMARK NUCLEUS 055
/REMARK
/SYSFILE SYSLST = NUC055.LST.NUC
/SYSFILE SYSDTA = SYSCMD
/FILE ADA524.MOD,LINK=DDLIB
/FILE *DUMMY,LINK=DDLOG
/FILE *DUMMY,LINK=DDSIBA
/FILE ADA055.ASSO,LINK=DDASSOR1,SHARUPD=YES
/FILE ADA055.DATA,LINK=DDDATAR1,SHARUPD=YES
/FILE ADA055.WORK,LINK=DDWORKR1,SHARUPD=YES
/EXEC (ADARUN,ADA524.MOD)
ADARUN PROG=ADANUC,LP=1000,LU=65535,LWP=200000 ADARUN
DB=055,NU=100,NC=20,TT=600,TNAE=1800 ADARUN NH=4000
/SYSFILE SYSLST = (PRIMARY)
/SYSFILE SYSDTA = (PRIMARY)
/SYSFILE SYSOUT = (PRIMARY)
/LOGOFF NOSPOOL

Note: Any JCL generated at activation time using the MACRO language can be modified
by the user until the job is actually submitted. Of course this modification is valid only for
the current network run.
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Example 3: Dynamic JCL in a UNIX Environment

The following example illustrates dynamic symbol replacementwithin a Bourne shell script (escape
character §):

#
# Bourne shell script for checking the number of users
# entered in /etc/passwd.
# If more than §USER-LIMIT entries appear,
# the script will be ended with exit 1.
#
#!/bin/sh
set -x
USER_COUNT='wc -l < /etc/passwd'
echo Number of users on node 'hostname' : $USER_COUNT
if test $USER_COUNT -gt §USER-LIMIT
then

echo USER_COUNT_WARN
exit 1

else
echo USER_COUNT_OK

fi

The symbol table to be used should appear as follows:

Current ValueSymbol Name

100USER-LIMIT

The result is the following executable shell script:

#
# Bourne shell script for checking the number of users
# entered in /etc/passwd.
# If more than 100 entries appear,
# the script will be ended with exit 1.
#
#!/bin/sh
set -x
USER_COUNT='wc -l < /etc/passwd'
echo Number of users on node 'hostname' : $USER_COUNT
if test $USER_COUNT -gt 100
then

echo USER_COUNT_WARN
exit 1

else
echo USER_COUNT_OK

fi
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Note: Any JCL generated at activation time using the Natural MACRO language can be
modified by the user until the job is actually submitted. Of course this modification is valid
only for the current network run.
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28 Editing System Objects

The editing facility provided by Entire Operations allows the user to create, browse or edit any of
the following objects:

■ JCL of jobs, either in the master database (and thus from any external storage source) or in the
active database. Changes to the JCL of active jobs are valid for the current run only and do not
affect the master database;

■ Natural programs and user exits (see Editing JCL or Natural Programs for more information);
■ Entire Operations MAC (Macro) jobs (see Editing Macro Sources for Dynamic JCL Generation for
more information);

■ Online documentation of a network, job or an event within a job (scratch pad information);
■ Job protocol (for browsing only);
■ Job output (for browsing only).

This enables the Entire Operations user to process such various data as, for example, UNIX scripts,
CA-LIBRARIAN files or LMS files with a single editor.

The user can enter the editor by selecting the editing option in the maintenance screens of the ap-
propriate object.

The editor provides a comprehensive range of z/OS ISPF-like commands appropriate to the par-
ticular object to be edited. For example, the STOW command will save and catalog a Natural
program, but should not be used when editing a Natural MACRO program. A Natural MACRO
program is saved, pre-processed and cataloged by the MACRO command.

Other word processing facilities provided by the editor include centering, physical and logical
tabulation, and text overlay.

A comprehensive online help is available by pressing a PF key from within the editing facility.
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29 Generating Reports

Entire Operations provides a wide range of reports to assist operations at all levels. The user can
enter the reporting facility either by selecting the reporting option from the Entire Operations
Main Menu or by issuing the REPORT direct command. The reports cover the following:

■ Information on all jobs, selectable according to terminated jobs, abended jobs and jobs which
have not been started.Date ranges andnetwork names can be specified to further narrow selection
down. Reports on all jobs include all events, activation time, messages, termination status etc.
All job reports are sorted according to log time.

■ Network information, selectable according to whether a short overview is required or a longer
report that includes detailed information on network components. In all network reports, in-
formation is provided on network and job definition, all input conditions and resources, as well
as end-of-job handling, including output conditions. The more detailed reporting option addi-
tionally displays all text descriptions available on the network, job and event level.

■ Schedule overview of selected or all networks, consisting of a list of jobs to be scheduled within
a specified range of dates. This can either be done for time ranges belonging to the past to get
a list of all unsatisfied network activations or you can request the Network schedule overview
for future production periods in order to get information for forecasting andplanning purposes.

All reports are available online, their data can be printed as well. This provides an easy form of
long-term documentation.

Using the Entire Operations Import/Export Utility, the contents of the master database can be
unloaded to a sequential file, too. This feature is intended for migration and transport purposes,
but you can also use it to build up your own reporting system.

For detailed information, see Reporting in the User's Guide.
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30 Cross References

Entire Operations provides functions to obtain cross reference information on the use of Entire
Operations objects.

For detailed information, see Cross References in the User's Guide.
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31 Message Sending

EntireOperations can sendmessages to various locations. This can be triggered by system-detected
events and user-defined events.

For more detailed information, see the sectionMessage Sending in the User's Guide.
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